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Elon’s House is a fun activity that your kids can coloured in with pens, markers and pencils upon 
completion. Before starting the activity we recommend setting a few expectations with the kids to avoid 
some frustration and maximise the fun.

• Each child is responsible for keeping all of their pieces together. There is nothing worse than losing a 
piece and not being able to fully complete your Elon’s House.
• Colour in everything before you have started to assemble the Elon’s House. It can be very 
tricky trying to colour pieces after they have been assembled.
• Set the expectation that this will be tricky and that you want • Set the expectation that this will be tricky and that you want to see the kids try their best to figure it 
out before asking for help. We want them to be problem solvers and have resilience when things get a 
bit difficult.
• Be gentle and careful with the pieces. If something isn’t quite going into place, put some pressure on 
it, but don’t force it, otherwise the pieces can break.
• If anything is too loose, a touch of glue should do the job to hold it in place.

Extension:
Once the EloOnce the Elon’s House is finished we want the kids to play with it! Some of the children will naturally 
come up with creative ideas for games to play, but if they are struggling, here are some suggestions.
Imaginative Play: The kids can do some imaginative house play. 

House Facts to share with the kids:
- One of the biggest houses in the world is found in Antilia, India. It can withstand an earthquake of 
8 magnitudes and can accommodate 168 cars. 

Pop out each of the pieces from Elon’s house sheet and lay them out in front of you.

Colour as much or as little as you wish with markers or paint.

Find the base piece that has says 
craft crate and grab any of the 
walls. Slide them together as 
shown with the castle bricks 
facing outwards.

Push the roof  down on the 
complete parts until it clicks 
into place.

Repeat this process going around 
the house. Making sure the wall 
piece slides into the piece next to 
it each time. 

Elon’s house can now be coloured 
in with crayons or paint.
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